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Abstract

In this article we propose an automatic test generation technique for evaluat-
ing the implementation of a reactive system with respect to the set of require-
ments from which it has been developed. We consider reactive systems that
interact with its environment via variables whose values (at each instant)
depends on events or sensors. Our test cases are graphs that represent a col-
lection of executions (or traces) that captures all possible behaviours of the
environment. Our proposal is a technique to automatically construct these
graphs exploding the ability of model checkers to generate counter-examples
for temporal properties that are not satisfied by a system model. Further
work includes to implement a prototype for experimenting the technique on a
test suite of industrial requirements, and also to design and implement some
techniques to gain scalability.
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1. Introduction

A reactive system interacts with its environment through sensors (or
events) that can be seen as variables that are not controlled by the system,
instead their values depends on the environment. An execution of a reactive
system may be modeled as an infinite sequence of states, each state assigns
values to all the variables. For a reactive system, it is important to describe
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the situation in which the program and its environment interact. Reactive
system requirements (or specifications) are given in terms of the expected
ongoing behaviour of the system. Temporal logic [1] was designed to model
and reason about time-dependent properties and it is the most widely used
formalism for the specification, modeling and verification of reactive systems.

Model checking is a technique for verifying finite-state systems. Given a
system model and a property written in a temporal logic, the model checker
automatically determines whether the model satisfies the property. When
the model fails to satisfy the property, a counter-example is produced. The
counter-example is in the form of a trace and it shows how the property is
violated on the model. The properties are formulated in Linear Temporal
Logic (LTL) [2] or in Computation Tree Logic (CTL) [3], which are extended
versions of the propositional logic –including the classical connectives (nega-
tion, conjunction, disjunction, etc.) with a collection of temporal operators
that allow to express temporal relations between events or states.

NuSMV [4] is a state-of-the-art model checker for LTL and CTL. It is
generally considered to be among the best model checkers currently available.
It performs symbolic model checking that avoids the search of the entire state
space by the use of logical formulas. For systems with a large state space,
this gives rise to a considerable improvement in the efficiency [5]. All of
which make it suitable for our purposes. NuSMV and its documentation are
available at https://nusmv.fbk.eu/.

There are several works where model checking (and often NuSMV) is
used to automatically generate test cases with different purposes. In some
approaches (e.g. [6, 7, 8]) formulas expressing control or data-flow oriented
test coverage criteria are used to obtain execution traces of the system model
that can be used to test a real implementation. In [9, 10], test purposes are
related to behavioural properties of a model. A different approach is [11],
where changes (or mutations) to either the system model or a property are
used to generate a test suite of traces covering the inconsistent behaviours
of such mutations.

2. Objectives

The general aim of our work is to contribute to the industrial develop-
ment of reactive systems from a set of requirements specified in a temporal
language. In order to check the reliability of a particular implementation,
engineers often deploy a debugging phase for revealing problems with system
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requirements. In requirements-based testing, test cases are designed based
on test objectives and test conditions that are derived from requirements.
We propose a test generation method that creates test cases from a set of re-
quirements expressed in the language of a model checker. This can be made
with different objectives such as validating that requirements are unambigu-
ous, logically consistent, exhaustive, etc. In this paper, we aim to validate
that every requirement condition is reachable by the system implementation.
To some extent this means that every requirement is useful (i.e not vacuous)
for both the formal model and the implementation. To check that, any test
we generate is a sequence of environment variables values that ensures the
reachability of a requirement condition (and the sequence of requirements
that are ‘triggered’ until the dedicated condition is reached).

The key point of our approach is that our tests are neither simple individ-
ual traces, nor sets of individual traces with some covering criteria. Instead,
for a given requirement condition, we generate a graph that represents a
collection of traces that reach the given condition (i.e. reach a state that
satisfies that condition) while varying (at each state) on all possible values
of the environment variables. Actually, in absence of environment variables
the reachability of a requirement condition is just a model checking problem.
More precisely, suppose that M is the model defined by the set of require-
ments and C is the condition. Asking if every run of M satisfies the temporal
property “not eventually C” or equivalently“always not C” is enough to test
whether C is reachable or not. If the answer to the query “not eventually C”
is positive, we have that the condition is not reachable by the specification.
Conversely, if the answer is negative, the model checker provides a counter-
example that is a run of M with an state where C is satisfied. However, if
M includes environment variables, the counter-example assigns at each state
some values to the environment variables that represent only one of the pos-
sible environment behaviours, so the test case is not useful for checking the
implementation whose executions depends on the environment. We propose
a model-checking-assisted algorithm that incrementally asks properties that
allow to complete a graph representing all possibilities for environment vari-
ables. Our coverage criteria is very simple, our test suite will include a test
for each requirement condition. Of course, our proposal can be applied with
any other coverage criteria.
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3. Methodology

System requirements are statements about the expected behaviour of the
reactive system expressed in terms of the involved variables. The system re-
quirements we deal with are expressed in a format language that allows classi-
cal connectives (i.e. negation (!), conjunction (&), disjunction (|), implication
(“if-then”), and double implication (“if-and-only-if”)) and also temporal ex-
pressions such as “Globally, it is always the case”,“holds after at most n time
unit(s)” (where n ≥ 1), “holds from now along n time units”. Requirements
use variables that are classified into system and environment variables with
different value types (such as enumerated, booleans, and integers). From now
on, we consider a fixed set of variables V = Vs ∪ Ve of respectively system
(VAR, in NuSMV) and environment (IVAR, in NuSMV) variables.

Requirements are formalized in NuSMV in order to capture all rele-
vant changes in the system variables that are crucial for the correct func-
tioning of the system. We assume that whenever no requirement demands
that a system variable should change its value from the current to the next
state, this value should remain unchanged in the NuSMV model. For that
reason, we use the assignment style specification language of the model
checker NuSMV (see [12]), that allows to specify, for each system variable,
an initial assignment (by init-expressions) and a next-state assignment (by
next-expressions). Therefore, for each system variable, we construct a case-
expression that assigns to that variable its next value according to every case
expressed in the requirements, and ends with an otherwise case that remains
the value unchanged.

Our goal is to check if a given requirement is relevant for the system im-
plementation in the sense that its “if-then” condition (namely c) is reachable
by the system, i.e. whether there exists some reachable state that satisfies c.
We deal with conditions that are simple boolean expressions. A state is an
assignment on variables V , hence the satisfaction notion relies on classical
boolean connectives. Given a condition c and a fixed formal model M (cre-
ated from a set of requirements ), we generate a collection of traces that
makes c reachable over all possible behaviours of the environment. For that,
we incrementally construct LTL-properties to be checked with NuSMV in
the model M .

Definition 1. A NuSMV counter-example σ is a finite sequence of states
σ0, σ1, . . . , σn such that each state is an assignment to Vs. Moreover, σn = σi
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for some 0 ≤ i < n and σ represents the infinite sequence:

σ̂ = σ0, σ1, . . . , σi−1, (σi, . . . σn−1)
ω.

LTL-connectives, and hence LTL-properties, are interpreted on infinite
sequences σ̂. In particular, the LTL-properties we construct belong to the
following temporal sublanguage of LTL (in NuSMV notation):

– The temporal operator X. A property Xα (read “next α”) is satisfied in
a state σk of σ̂ whenever α is satisfied in the successor state of σk in σ̂.

– The temporal operator F. A property Fα (read “in the future α”) is
satisfied in a state σk of σ̂ whenever α is satisfied in some state of σ̂
from σk on.

The fact that LTL-properties are checked in M means that for any counter-
example σ̂:

– σ0 satisfies all the init-expressions in M .

– For all 0 ≤ i < n, the pair (σi, σi+1) satisfies all the next-expressions
in M in the following sense: if σi satisfies one of the guards in a case-
expression for a variable x, then σi+1 satisfies x = v where v is the
value assigned in the right-hand part.

In our technique, the first LTL-property to be checked is the property
asserting that the condition c is not reachable, i.e “there is no run such that
eventually (at some instant) the condition holds”, which is expressed by !Fc.
If the model checker responds that the property is true, requirements should
be revised, since one of them is vacuous. Otherwise, the checker provides us
a counter-example σ̂ of the given formula. Since the checked property is a
negation, σ̂ is a run of the model that satisfies c at some moment. Therefore,
σ̂ is a sequence of states that contains an state σi that satisfies the boolean
condition c.

The model σ̂ is the starting point of our graph. We get just the initial
segment of the sequence that ends at the first state, namely σc, that satisfies
the condition c. In general, our graphs have a collection of nodes (or ver-
tices) which are assignments to Vs and a collection of directed labeled edges
connecting ordered pair of nodes, according to the values of Ve. That is, as
initial graph, we have {σ0, σ1, . . . , σc} as the set of nodes with one edge from
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each σi to σi+1 for all 0 ≤ i < c. The values of the environment variables
provided by the first model are the labels of each edge.

Since σ̂ shows the values (freely) chosen, at each state, for the environment
variables Ve, there is an easy way of writing LTL-properties to be checked for
completing the graph with all possible behaviours of the environment. For
this task, we use the LTL-operator next (X) to express paths along graphs.
The sequence of LTL-properties checked by NuSMW follows a well-defined

pattern. Let us suppose that {σ0
l1−→ σ1

l2−→ σ2
l3−→ · · ·σk · · ·

lc−→ σc} is a path in
the graph from an initial node σ0 to a node σc that satisfies condition c, and
that σk has m edges to nodes σk1 , . . . , σkm (of course σk+1 is one of them).
To evaluate if node σk should be enriched with some additional edge and/or
successor in the graph, the LTL-property to check has the following form:2

!(l1 & X(l2) & · · ·& Xk−1(lk) & !Xk(lk1) & · · ·& !Xk(lkm) & Fc) (1)

Let σ̂′ = σ0, · · · , σk, σ′k+1, σ
′
k+2, · · · σ′c · · ·σ′m · · · be the counter-example that

the model checker returns for the property (1), where σ′c is the first state that
satisfies condition c. If there was already a node σ in the graph containing
the assignment σ′k+1, we just add a new edge from σk to σ whose label, l′k+1, is
the returned assignment of environment variables provided by σ̂′ to transition
from σk to σ′k+1. Otherwise, we add an edge from σk to a new node σkm+1

containing the assignment σ′k+1. The states σ′k+2, · · ·σ′c are then sequentially
treated (in the order they are given) by the following iterative process. For
each i in [k+ 2..c], if there exists some node σ in the graph that contains σ′i,
then we add an edge from the just previously added node to σ. Otherwise,
we add a new node σ containing σ′i and an edge from just previously added
node to σ. Note that the graph construction method keeps the invariant that
every path in the graph is ended by a node that satisfies c. Also, when every
node in the graph has been treated, we can ensure that all nodes (except the
ones that satisfies the condition c) have a successor for each possible value
of the environment variables.

4. Future Work

We plan to implement an experimental prototype and use it with a collec-
tion of industrial benchmarks to evaluate the scalability of the technique. In

2Xistands for a sequence of i consecutive occurrences of operator X.
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this vein, the proposed method has the advantage that, along the graph con-
struction for a condition c, from each NuSMV counter-example (that could
be quite large), we only deal with the subsequence of states that ends up
at the first state satisfying c, which depending on c could be much shorter.
At the opposite side, the number of environment variables is very likely to
have a bad impact in the scalability of the technique. We plan to investigate
techniques for coping with larger sets of environment variables on the basis
of the experimentation results with the initial implementation and its future
improvements. By now, we only have some ideas that need experimentation
feedback. The nodes of the graph could evolve to contain boolean conditions
representing groups of assignments on Vs, instead of explicit assignments.
This would notably reduce the size of the graph. Invariant properties on
the system behaviour could be inferred as a pre-processing from the NuSMV
model. Invariants can be checked as LTL-properties using NuSMV, and
then used in the graph construction to reduce the number of LTL-properties
checks. We also do not rule out the idea of using SMT-solvers or QBF-solvers
for pre-computing invariants or other properties of the system behaviour that
could be helpful.
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